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Greetings to all of our Satanic Family and Comrades.
I have made a new documentary. This contains new information and new things admitted by the
Jews. It refutes all the enemy bullshit on how our claims are 'wrong'. I even found proof, that the
Jews co-operate with the reptilians, from their own mouth...
While reptilians and greys attack our people here (The Satanists, those allied in their enemy camp)
they help the Jews, guide them spiritually, and act like best buddies. The Rabbi of this lecture even
stated he heard "A VOICE" tell him to not reveal anything more, but the necessary part was taken
out and EXPOSED.
This documentary is end-game to the Jewish claims of 'innocence', 'peace for the world', and the rest
of the garbage.
It's rare to find Rabbis to admit a straight fact. They realize they are treading on a thin cord on top
of a half-awake volcano. This is because Rabbis in any public setting, communicate with codes.
This relates to their decade old studying of Judaism. In other words, the public hears other things,
and they mean other things. Speaking from both sides of the mouth is also the most common Jewish
habit. However when they get very cocky, they spit out the pearls I have found in these videos and
assembled together.
Examples of the above are, that "God is love", but "God caused WW2 for Jewish benefit". "Satan
does not exist", but they wage thousands of years of war to eradicate Satan. The Gods of the
Gentiles are 'false and non existing', and they were by a major coincidence running all countries for
tens of thousands of years, yet one scum shit they invented around 10 centuries ago is the "true
god". And by a major COHENCIDENCE, all their 'god' does, is emulate Jewish bullshit and
powerlessly try to pull a world which it supposedly 'created' into the proper direction...Lol...Cause
it's all powerful.
They literally think the Goyim are RETARDED. Since infancy, the Jews are told that the Goyim are
retarded. The other Jewish saying goes, "A Rabbi Debates God and Wins". Jews are taught before
they learn to speak how to weasel and lie out of every situation. Some countries have rugby, others
have football, others have running, Kikes have lying. If lying was an Olympic game, they would be
world first, worldwide, forever and ever.
Not only they admit their alien origins, but their plans for WW3, how the other two World Wars
were "The Plan of HaShit", how Arabs (Islam) are used as a "Broom" to destroy Europe and that
they work for Israel, and many other things. I have put some of the strongest and most 'outrageous'
of our claims to be proven by the Rabbis THEMSELVES. In other words there is no way out of this.
Either someone accepts these THOUSAND YEAR OLD FACTS, that come to us LATE, due to the
fact the people have been turned into GOYIM, or they insist to being the same jackasses and too
scared to admit these facts.

The Jews of course don't give a fuck how many times they are caught, they will insist on lying.
However SATYAN will win this war, as this is a war of TRUTH against FALSEHOOD.
Therefore, the "JoS Outrageous beliefs" meme dies now...As admitted by the enemy themselves.
Nothing is outrageous anymore, now that the proof is in front of everyone. These people have been
plotting, spiritually working, and physically conspiring to destroy the whole planet and all living
inhabitants on it. If we know about it, it's by the grace of the Gods.
If we can act about it, the chance we have is beyond recognition. Those who do not use these tools
to fight, and do not do nothing, will perish alike in suffering. This is a war that humanity must win,
against ALIEN species.
The TRUTH is harsh and unnerving for the weak. This is not for the meek hearted, the retarded, and
the mentally obstructed who are too fearful to accept these realities. There is a war of species that
comes from other worlds, done right now, on top of the surface of this planet. It has been going for
thousands of years and was recorded in 'religious shells' in order for it to be way less evident lest
those who are the victims of this conspiracy wake up and destroy the Jews, who are a minority of
less than one percent, trying to topple and enslave the rest of the 99% of the world.
Below the link:
https://youtu.be/QB4uDfaQLck
HAIL SATAN!!!!

